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IRS Warns Consumers of Stimulus Check Scams

Ignore come-ons promising help to get you your payments, tax refunds

by Dena Bunis, AARP (https://www.aarp.org), April �, ���� |   Comments: �
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En español (/espanol/dinero/estafas-y-fraudes/info-����/irs-advierte-enganos-cheques-de-
estimulo.html?intcmp=AE-MON-TOSPA-TOGL-ES) | If you get a call, email, text or social media message
saying the Internal Revenue Service needs money or some personal information before sending your
income-tax refund or stimulus payment (/politics-society/advocacy/info-����/coronavirus-stimulus-
checks.html), don't respond. It's a scam, federal officials said Thursday, in a new alert to taxpayers.
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"We urge people to take extra care during this period,” IRS Commissioner Chuck Rettig warned. “The IRS
isn't going to call you asking to verify or provide your financial information so you can get an economic-
impact payment or your refund faster. That also applies to surprise emails that appear to be coming from the
IRS (/money/scams-fraud/info-����/irs.html). Remember, don't open them or click on attachments or
links."

For the latest coronavirus news and advice go to AARP.org/coronavirus (/health/).

The IRS and its criminal investigation division have seen a wave of new schemes that criminals are devising
to cheat Americans by using the stimulus checks as a way to gain access to their personal identifying
information. “History has shown that criminals take every opportunity to perpetrate a fraud on unsuspecting
victims, especially when a group of people is vulnerable or in a state of need,” said Don Fort, chief of the
criminal investigation division. “While you are waiting to hear about your economic-impact payment,
criminals are working hard to trick you into getting their hands on it. The IRS criminal investigation division is
working hard to find these scammers and shut them down, but in the meantime, we ask people to remain
vigilant."

If you already have a ���� or ���� federal tax return on file and are eligible for a stimulus payment under the
CARES Act (/politics-society/government-elections/info-����/coronavirus-cares-bill.html), the IRS will
deposit your payment directly into the bank account you listed on your return. Social Security recipients and
railroad retirees will automatically receive a $�,��� stimulus payment the same way they receive monthly
benefits, even if they didn't file a return for ���� or ����. The IRS says it will get the information for those
recipients from annual ���� benefit statements. If you need to provide bank account information, there will
be a secure portal set up on IRS.gov by the middle of April that will allow you to do so. If you don't provide
your bank account information, a check will be mailed to your address on file, according to the agency.
Officials warn Americans not to give banking information to strangers who offer to put that information into
the IRS system for them.

Here are signs a swindler wants your cash
The caller or emailer uses the words “stimulus check” or “stimulus payment.” The term that
government officials are using is “economic-impact payment."
You're asked to sign your check over to the caller.
You receive an email, text or social media message saying that you need to verify your personal
and/or banking information to speed up your stimulus payment.
The individual offers to get you your payment faster.
You receive a fake check (/money/scams-fraud/info-����/fake-check.html), and then the sender
tells you to call a number to verify your personal information in order to cash it.

Report potential scams
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If you receive unsolicited information-gathering emails, texts or social media messages that appear to
be from the IRS or an organization closely linked to the agency, such as the Electronic Federal Tax
Payment System, forward them to phishing@irs.gov (mailto:phishing@irs.gov).

Taxpayers are also cautioned not to interact with potential scammers online or over the phone. Learn
more about reporting suspected scams by going to the Report Phishing and Online Scams
(https://www.irs.gov/privacy-disclosure/report-phishing) page at IRS.gov.

Official IRS information about the COVID-�� pandemic and economic-impact payments can be found
on the Coronavirus Tax Relief (https://www.irs.gov/coronavirus) page at IRS.gov.

More on Scams and Fraud
Coronavirus scams spread as fraudsters follow the headlines (/money/scams-fraud/info-
����/coronavirus.html)
Officials shut down website peddling COVID-�� vaccine (/money/scams-fraud/info-����/phony-
coronavirus-website.html)
Beware scam robocalls, texts tied to COVID-�� outbreak (/money/scams-fraud/info-
����/coronavirus-robocalls.html)
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Pill Identifier (/benefits-discounts/all/pill-identifier/?intcmp=ATT-�����-AP-B)

Identify pills by name, imprint, shape, color (/benefits-discounts/all/pill-identifier/?intcmp=ATT-�����-AP-B)

 
 

    

 

How Do Robocalls Work?

It takes sophistication, investment and a diversity of skills to run this fraud. Here are the key steps

by Bethany Mclean, Illustrations by Elias Stein, AARP (https://www.aarp.org), April �, ���� |   Comments: �
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Buy lead lists
The calling operation can do a Google search to find brokers who sell phone
numbers. Some are legitimate, in the business of selling lists to legal telemarketers. Some lead brokers are
shady operators. Robocalling operations can purchase as many as � million phone numbers for a few
thousand dollars, says David Frankel, a telecom entrepreneur who founded ZipDX, an audio conferencing
company.

Get a phone provider
Despite the Federal Trade Commission's efforts to crack down on robocalls
(/money/scams-fraud/info-����/robocalls.html), dozens of small phone companies happily take the
robocallers’ money and place the calls into America's phone network. “Until recently, the FTC's mentality
had been not to go after these little providers,” Frankel says. “But recently, enforcers are getting more
aggressive and filing lawsuits against them (/money/scams-fraud/info-����/ftc-sanctions-robocalls.html).

Run computer software
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A computer program can operate in a loop, dialing through the list and attaching a spoofed phone number
to each call, making it appear on caller ID as if the call is coming from a number within the recipient's area
code. Robocalling software can make as many as a million calls in an hour. “From a technological standpoint,
all this is very trivial,” Frankel says. “It's very easy to get software to do almost all of this.”

Operate a phone bank
Because it's cheap to place robocalls, the fraud operation is able to search for the
small number of respondents who will listen to the recording and press “�” for more
information. According to some reports, about � percent to � percent of targets
respond. When one does bite, the call is patched through to a person in a call center, who then makes the
pitch to get information or money from the victim.

Manage the money
Incoming payments from victims must be transferred quickly to other forms of
money to make them more difficult to trace. For example, many fraud operations will
traffic in gift cards (/money/scams-fraud/info-����/gift-card.html) or other types of anonymous currency to
shield their activities. After payments are “washed” and transferred, all the participants can get their share
of the take.

More on Scams and Fraud
medicare insurance card

(/money/scams-fraud/info-����/beware-scams-����.html)

Watch out for these common scams in ���� (/money/scams-fraud/info-
����/beware-scams-����.html)

photo of a globe showing north america with thick three dimensional cords punching into it from places
unseen around the globe
(/money/scams-fraud/info-����/international-fraud.html)

How crooks operate international fraud rings (/money/scams-fraud/info-
����/international-fraud.html)
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